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ABSTRACT
The typical methodology for comparing simulated galaxies with observational surveys is
usually to apply a spatial selection to the simulation to mimic the region of interest covered
by a comparable observational survey sample. In this work, we compare this approach with
a more sophisticated post-processing in which the observational uncertainties and selection
effects (photometric, surface gravity and effective temperature) are taken into account. We
compare a ‘solar neighbourhood analogue’ region in a model Milky Way-like galaxy simulated
with RAMSES-CH with fourth release Gaia-ESO survey data. We find that a simple spatial cut
alone is insufficient and that the observational uncertainties must be accounted for in the
comparison. This is particularly true when the scale of uncertainty is large compared to the
dynamic range of the data, e.g. in our comparison, the [Mg/Fe] distribution is affected much
more than the more accurately determined [Fe/H] distribution. Despite clear differences in
the underlying distributions of elemental abundances between simulation and observation,
incorporating scatter to our simulation results to mimic observational uncertainty produces
reasonable agreement. The quite complete nature of the Gaia-ESO survey means that the
selection function has minimal impact on the distribution of observed age and metal abundances
but this would become increasingly more important for surveys with narrower selection
functions.
Key words: methods: numerical – Galaxy: abundances – galaxies: evolution – galaxies:
formation.
1 IN T RO D U C T I O N
The characteristic abundance ratios found in different stellar pop-
ulations provide us with an opportunity to uncover the history of
galaxy formation. Using what is known as galactic archaeology to
link the chemistry, ages and dynamics of stars allows us to trace
the origins of the components of the Milky Way (Eggen, Lynden-
 E-mail: ben@benjaminbthompson.com (BBT); brad.gibson@hull.ac.uk
(BKG)
Bell & Sandage 1962; Freeman & Bland-Hawthorn 2002). We have
learned a great deal about the processes associated with galaxy
formation using the essential tools of chemical evolution models
and simulations of galaxy formation (e.g. Scannapieco et al. 2005;
Sommer-Larsen & Fynbo 2008; Sa´nchez-Bla´zquez et al. 2009;
Kobayashi & Nakasato 2011; Wiersma, Schaye & Theuns 2011;
Calura et al. 2012; Pilkington et al. 2012; Few et al. 2012b; Gibson
et al. 2013; Miranda et al. 2016) and semi-analytic tools (Calura &
Menci 2009; Yates et al. 2013). More recently, we have gone beyond
tracing dynamics and global metallicity within simulations to in-
clude chemical evolution in such a way that individual elements and
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isotopes can be traced in combination with self-consistent galaxy
formation scenarios (e.g. Steinmetz & Muller 1995; Lia, Portinari
& Carraro 2002; Kawata & Gibson 2003; Tornatore et al. 2004;
Oppenheimer & Dave´ 2008; Few et al. 2014).
Comparison of these chemodynamical models with observed
trends is fundamental to establishing the validity of the models
and understanding the observations. A wealth of high precision ob-
servational data is required for such comparisons to be made, and
thus detailed testing of chemical evolution models is only achiev-
able through comparison to Milky Way stars with external galaxies
providing only mean trends. Yet despite improvements to the abun-
dance of observational data sets and in simulation resolution, the
way in which these comparisons are conducted has remained un-
altered for decades. It is straightforward, and indeed common to
simply take the results of a simulation of a Milky Way-like galaxy
and compare it like-for-like with observations of the Milky Way
itself. Typically, a spatial region in a simulation that is similar to
the one covered by observational data of interest is sampled and
the stellar properties are directly compared (e.g. Martı´nez-Serrano
et al. 2008; Kobayashi & Nakasato 2011; Calura et al. 2012; Few
et al. 2014).
One strong argument against this simple comparison method
is that it ignores observational biases. First, the observed data
sets have inherent uncertainties, either systematic (because of the
stellar model atmospheres) or random (instrumental effects). Sec-
ondly, observational surveys usually observe stars within some
range of stellar parameters or distances, which is usually dictated
by the intention to study specific types of stars (low- or high-
mass, low- or high-metallicity) in certain Galactic populations. This
selection function (Stonkute˙ et al. 2016) creates biases in the distri-
bution functions of the observed data set. Most commonly, selection
based on colour and apparent magnitude of stars is reflected in the
shape of the metallicity and age distribution functions (Bergemann
et al. 2014).
In galaxy formation simulations, stellar properties are typically
represented by ‘star particles’, which describe the combined prop-
erties of a coeval group of stars (a simple stellar population), its
total stellar mass and metallicity.1 Thus, one is limited primarily to
the integrated luminosities and averaged chemical composition on
the scale of open clusters within simulations, i.e one star particle
represents the mean properties of an open cluster.
As models improve, the detailed distribution of stellar ages and
metallicities – in addition to their mean – become increasingly
important. It is thus crucial that the approach to derive ‘observ-
ables’ from the simulated data for comparison with real obser-
vations is as close as possible to the methodology employed by
observers.
In this work, we discuss a ‘solar neighbourhood analogue’
region in a model Milky Way-like galaxy simulated with the
RAMSES-CH code (Teyssier 2002; Few et al. 2012a, 2014), which
is post-processed using the SYNCMD toolkit (Pasetto, Chiosi &
Kawata 2012) to mimic observational selection functions. The sim-
ulated data are compared with the Gaia-ESO spectroscopic stellar
survey (Gilmore et al. 2012; Randich et al. 2013). The Gaia-ESO
survey is the largest ongoing high-resolution spectroscopic survey
of stars in the Milky Way. In the high-resolution (R ∼ 47 000) mode,
the goal is to acquire spectra for about 5 000 field stars, probing dis-
tances ∼2 kpc from the Sun. Here, we use the results from the fourth
data release of the survey (hereafter, GES-iDR4), which includes all
1 In this work, metallicity is defined as the iron abundance, [Fe/H].
stellar spectra for the first 18 months of the survey. Our simulated
solar neighbourhood analogue encapsulates a 2 kpc spherical region
of space in our simulated galaxy.
We apply different degrees of post-processing on the simulated
data to mimic observational effects. Within our simulation data, we
sample a spatial region analogous to the solar neighbourhood region
covered by the Gaia-ESO survey and discuss three different meth-
ods of transforming the simulated data into the ‘observer plane’.
Our first method is simply the traditional spatial selection of the so-
lar neighbourhood analogue. The second method applies a scatter
to the age, metallicity and Mg abundance based on the uncertainty
in the observed data sets. The final method applies SYNCMD in ad-
dition to the observationally motivated scatter of the data to include
the survey selection functions.
The paper is organized as follows. We describe the methodology
employed in this work in Section 2 and the chemodynamical simula-
tion code used in Section 2.1, the properties of the simulated galaxy
in Section 2.2 and the SYNCMD toolkit in Section 2.3. We describe
the Gaia-ESO survey data used in this work in Section 2.4 and the
data reduction and the observational survey selection function in
Section 2.5. We introduce the methods of sampling the simulated
solar neighbourhood analogue in Section 2.6 and expand on that for
the unaltered simulated galaxy in Section 2.6.1 convolving that with
GES-iDR4 errors in Section 2.6.2 and the application of SYNCMD
in Section 2.6.3. Finally we describe our results in Section 3 and
conclude with Section 4.
2 M E T H O D O L O G Y
In this work, we use SYNCMD to ‘observe’ a cosmologically sim-
ulated galaxy to demonstrate the significance of different aspects
of observational effects when comparing models with empirical
distributions. In this section, we describe the simulations, initial
conditions and the observations as well as the post-processing ap-
plied to mimic observational effects.
2.1 RAMSES− CH
Our cosmological simulations are performed with the grid code
RAMSES (Teyssier 2002). To trace the chemical evolution of the sim-
ulated galaxy we employ a chemodynamical patch called RAMSES-CH
(Few et al. 2012a, 2014). RAMSES-CH is able to perform N-body and
hydrodynamical simulations including stars, dark matter and gas.
The adaptive mesh refinement method used in RAMSES allows for
refinement of the grid on a cell-by-cell basis increasing the reso-
lution in dense regions of the volume. This refinement allows for
a reduction in computing time while maintaining a high-resolution
spatial grid around the galaxy and also capturing large-scale cosmo-
logical phenomena. RAMSES-CH includes treatments of self-gravity,
hydrodynamics, star formation, supernova feedback, gas cooling
and chemical enrichment.
Dense gas cells form star particles if the density surpasses a
number density threshold of n0 = 0.1 cm−3. The rate at which the
stellar population particles are produced is ρ˙∗ = ∗ρg/tff , where
tff = (3π/32Gρg)1/2 is the local gas free-fall time, ρg is the gas
mass density and star formation efficiency, ∗ = 0.01. Our choices
of both n0 and ∗ are the same as in Few et al. (2014), where ∗ is
chosen to reproduce the Schmidt–Kennicutt relation (Schmidt 1959;
Kennicutt 1998). The particles used to trace the stellar mass phase
are commonly and colloquially referred to as ‘star particles’ by
the community, however, they do not represent single stars but
coeval stellar populations. In the simulation presented here, they
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have a birth mass of 3.3 × 104 M. To avoid confusion, we de-
fine these coeval stellar populations in the simulations as ‘stellar
population particles’. In contrast, the synthetic particles represent-
ing individual stars (see Section 2.3) are defined as ‘synthetic star
particles’.
Radiative gas cooling in the simulation is metallicity- and density-
dependent. Cooling rates are calculated assuming photoionization
equilibrium with a redshift-dependent uniform UV background
(Haardt & Madau 1996). Cooling rates due to the presence of metals
are calculated from the total metallicity of the gas which is inter-
polated from the CLOUDY (Ferland et al. 1998) cooling rates at zero
and solar metallicity at temperatures exceeding 104 K; colder gas
takes its metal cooling rates from Rosen & Bregman (1995). We
also employ the delayed cooling feedback mechanism from Teyssier
et al. (2013) to account for the unresolved multiphase nature of the
gas and avoid the spurious loss of thermal energy following SN
feedback. In addition to these prescriptions for gas heating/cooling,
we also impose a polytropic equation of state as a temperature
floor. This temperature floor prevents the gas from reaching the low
temperatures at which the Jeans length of the gas is unresolved and
unphysical fragmentation may occur. The gas is therefore prevented
from falling below Tmin = Tth(ng/n0)γ − 1 where γ = 2, Tth = 188 K
and n0 = 0.1 cm−3.
RAMSES-CH allows us to track the elements H, He, C, N, O, Ne,
Mg, Si and Fe from their dominant production sites (SNII, SNIa and
AGB stellar winds) into the ISM where they are advected with the
gas flow and become imprinted on the stellar population particles.
The details of RAMSES-CH are described fully in Few et al. (2014)
but we briefly summarize the main components here. Energetic
feedback from both type Ia and type II supernovae (SNIa and SNII,
respectively) is included with each SN injecting 1051 erg as thermal
energy into the local grid cell, AGB stars eject their mass passively
into the enclosing grid cell. We use the model B SNII yields of
Woosley & Weaver (1995) with a correction applied to the yields
after Timmes, Woosley & Weaver (1995) which halves the quantity
of Fe produced by massive stars and AGB yields are taken from van
den Hoek & Groenewegen (1997). We consider stars in the mass
range 0.1–8 M to evolve along the AGB while stars with masses
8–100 M eject mass and energy as SNII.
The mass distribution of stars in each stellar population parti-
cle is determined by the initial mass function (IMF). In this work,
we use the Salpeter (1955) IMF, where we treat the IMF as a sin-
gle power law of slope −1.35 with lower and upper mass limits
of 0.1 and 100 M, respectively. The number of SNIa per unit
initial stellar mass is also determined by the IMF via the num-
ber of stars with masses 3–8 M in binary systems with either
a red giant or main sequence star. The lifetime of these systems
is taken as the main sequence lifetime of the secondary star (Ko-
dama & Arimoto 1997). This combination of chemical evolution
model parameters is described in Few et al. (2014) as model S55-
uM100-IaK where the impact of the choice of IMF and SNIa model
on simulations similar to that presented here is also discussed. In
brief, the particular IMF that is chosen in the model offsets the
[O/Fe] ratio by up to 0.25 dex as a result of the greater num-
ber of SNII progenitors created by a top-heavy IMF. The Salpeter
IMF chosen for this work results in an [O/Fe] and [Fe/H] distribu-
tion that lies between the two rather extreme IMFs from Kroupa,
Tout & Gilmore (1993) and Kroupa (2001). The Chabrier (2003)
IMF is now occasionally favoured for chemical evolution and
galaxy modelling. The similarity of the Chabrier (2003) IMF to
that of Kroupa (2001), which is used in Few et al. (2014) means
that we can estimate that the mean [Mg/Fe] is lessened by only
around 0.05 dex through our choice of IMF than if we opted for
Chabrier (2003).
There are now numerous hydrodynamical simulation codes to
choose from: grid- and particle-based codes and the recently
emerging moving-mesh and meshless approaches (Springel 2010;
Hopkins 2015). The strengths and weaknesses of these codes are
explored in idealized test cases (Agertz et al. 2007; Price 2008;
Tasker et al. 2008), but also in cosmological galaxy formation
(Scannapieco et al. 2012; Kim et al. 2014) and in isolated galaxy
discs (Hopkins 2015; Few et al. 2016). Specifically, a key property
of our code, RAMSES-CH, is its ability to capture metal mixing. This
is extremely pertinent to this work as it directly affects the disper-
sion in the abundance ratios of the gas which becomes imprinted on
the stars. In general, grid-based codes handle metal diffusion better
than particle-based codes (Pilkington et al. 2012; Revaz et al. 2016)
which makes RAMSES-CH a reasonable choice for the study of the
chemical evolution of galaxies.
2.2 Galaxy initial conditions: Selene-CH
We employ a cosmological ‘zoom-in’ simulation technique using
RAMSES-CH to simulate the galaxy: ‘Selene-CH’. This galaxy exists
in a box 20 h−1 Mpc in size created with cosmological parameters
(H0, m, , b, σ 8) = (70 km s−1, 0.28, 0.72, 0.045, 0.8) based on
the WMAP 7-year results (Komatsu et al. 2011) and the simulation
is run to z = 0. The adaptive grid can refine up to 17 levels cor-
responding to a maximum resolution of 218 pc with a dark matter
particle mass resolution of 5.64 × 106 M and a stellar population
particle birth mass of 3.3 × 104 M.
The galaxy presented here is a chemodynamical re-simulation of
the Selene initial conditions first presented in Few et al. (2012b).
The feedback scheme used in simulating Selene-CH is different to
the original version and so, while the galaxy has roughly the same
environment and assembly history, some differences are to be ex-
pected. The evolution of the stellar distribution in this resimulation
of Selene is analysed in Dobbs et al. (2017).
The galaxy inhabits a dark matter halo with a mass of 5.245×
1011 M and has a stellar mass of 5.603 × 1010 M. The dark
matter halo mass may not be a precise match to the halo mass of
the Milky Way but in a previous study using the initial conditions
for this galaxy (Few et al. 2012b) it is found that assembly history
is far more significant than small changes in halo mass. Selene as
a galaxy is selected because of its environment (more than 3 Mpc
distant from any other haloes more massive than 3 × 1011 M) and
quiescent assembly history, (no major mergers after redshift z = 1.0)
that means it lends itself to comparison with the Milky Way. The
halo and its properties are identified using the AMIGA halo finder
(Gill, Knebe & Gibson 2004; Knollmann & Knebe 2009). The
assembly history of the original version of Selene is described in
Few et al. (2012b) and more extensively with relation to the effect
of its assembly on the metallicity and age distribution in Ruiz-Lara
et al. (2016).
A gas surface density projection of Selene-CH is shown in Fig. 1
demonstrating the presence and shape of the spiral arms. The cross
at x = 4.0 kpc and y = 6.93 kpc is the region where we place our
simulated observer as described in Section 2.6.1, 8 kpc from the
galactic centre in a spiral arm. We use stars from a spherical region
2 kpc in radius around this point which is treated as our simulated
solar neighbourhood analogue. The size of this region is discussed
in Section 2.6.1.
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Figure 1. Face on gas surface density projection of Selene-CH. The galaxy was visualized using the YT visualization toolkit (Turk et al. 2011) with a projection
depth of 20 kpc. The black cross at x = 4.0 kpc and y = 6.93 kpc is the position of our simulated observer as described in Section 2.6.1. The region selected in
this work is a 2 kpc sphere around the indicated position, similar to the coverage of the Gaia-ESO survey.
2.3 SYNCMD
The SYNCMD synthetic stellar populations generation tool (Pasetto
et al. 2012) is a toolkit designed to examine simulation data in a
similar manner to how an observational survey would sample real
life stellar populations. The toolkit is used to apply observationally
motivated selection functions to simulated stellar population parti-
cles. As discussed in Section 2.1, each such particle represents a
coeval monoabundance stellar population, its mass is simply the to-
tal stellar mass. The details of the SYNCMD code are given in Pasetto
et al. (2012), and we summarize the process here. A preliminary
application of SynCMD has been undertaken using a RAVE-like
selection function (Miranda, Macfarlane & Gibson 2014).
SYNCMD allows us to split a stellar population particle into in-
dividual stars by stochastically populating a colour–magnitude dia-
gram (CMD). Due to resolution limits in simulations, stellar popu-
lation particles represent ‘averaged’ stellar populations rather than
individual stars. Stellar population particles typically have a mass
of ∼104–106 M and therefore a stochastic approach is valid. We
consider each stellar population particle to consist of 105 synthetic
star particles, which sample the IMF from a mass of 0.15 M to
the main sequence turnoff mass at the current age of the stellar pop-
ulation particle, up to a maximum of 20 M. All stellar population
particles consist of this number of synthetic star particles and we
weight their contribution to distribution functions by the initial mass
of the stellar population particle and by the mass remaining in that
particle as a fraction of the initial mass, calculated by integrating
over the Salpeter (1955) IMF.
The physical properties of the synthetic stellar particles are based
on theoretical stellar models. These properties are Teff, log(g),
magnitudes in different colour bands, ages, metal abundances and
masses. Here, we use Bertelli et al. (2008, 2009) isochrones, which
cover a wide grid of helium and metal abundances (Y and Z, re-
spectively), an enrichment ratio 	Y/	Z, and include mass loss
by stellar wind and the thermally pulsing AGB phase (Marigo &
Girardi 2007). The isochrones are used to calculate a data base of
simple stellar populations using a modified version of YZVAR, which
has been used in many studies (for instance Bertelli et al. 2003, and
references therein). We place the observer in a region of the simu-
lated galaxy analogous to the location of the Sun in the Milky Way
and generate synthetic stars that trace a synthetic CMD by linearly
interpolating in age and metallicity between isochrones of simple
stellar populations. The interpolation is described in Pasetto et al.
(2012).
This methodology enables each individual stellar population par-
ticle to be mapped to 105 synthetic star particles. The mean stellar
properties of age, metallicity and metal abundance are that of the
parent stellar population particle. The synthetic star particles are
allocated masses at random from the chosen IMF. The masses of
these particles are then used to populate an isochrone using the
metal abundance and age of the original stellar population particle
from the simulation data. Properties of the synthetic star particles
are calculated from the data base and from the stellar population
particle’s age, metallicty and distance from the observer. The syn-
thetic star particle’s properties that are calculated are the age, lumi-
nosity, Teff, log(g), metal abundance, H abundance, He abundance
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and magnitudes in the UBVRIJHK bands. Photometric colours and
magnitude values for each synthetic star will be adjusted accord-
ing to the distance of the star to the simulated observer. The stars
retain the age and chemical abundances of the simulation particle
they are created from. We eliminate synthetic star particles from the
sample that do not fall within the selection criteria. For comparison
with an observational data set, one can apply a selection function
to the synthetic star particles of the observational survey that the
user wishes to emulate. The remaining stars are used to analyse
whatever physical property one wishes, having essentially removed
the fraction of each stellar population particle that would not lie
within the selection functions.
2.4 The Gaia-ESO Survey
In this work, we focus on the high-resolution GES-iDR4 UVES
data of the field stars, for which accurate effective temperatures Teff,
surface gravities log(g), [Fe/H] and Mg abundances are available.
These targets were chosen according to their colours to maximize
the fraction of un-evolved foreground (FG) stars within 2 kpc in the
solar neighbourhood (see Stonkute˙ et al. 2016, for more details on
target selection). The selection box was defined using the 2MASS
photometry (Skrutskie et al. 2006; Huchra et al. 2012): 12 < J < 14
and 0.23 < J−K < 0.45 + 0.5E(B−V). Application of the colour
excess E(B−V) and target selection are described in Stonkute˙ et al.
(2016). According to these selection criteria, the majority of stars
are FG stars with magnitudes down to V = 16.5.
For the analysis of the spectra, several state-of-the-art spectrum
analysis codes are used (Smiljanic et al. 2014). The observed spec-
tra were processed by 13 research groups within the Gaia-ESO
survey collaboration with the same model atmospheres and line
lists (Heiter et al. 2015), but different analysis methods: full spec-
trum template matching, line formation on-the-fly and the equiva-
lent width method. The model atmospheres are 1D LTE spherically
symmetric (log(g) ≤ 3.5 dex) and plane-parallel (log(g) ≥ 3.5 dex)
MARCS (Gustafsson et al. 2008). The final parameter homoge-
nization involves a multistage process, in which both internal and
systematic errors of different data sets are carefully investigated.
Various consistency tests, including the analysis of stellar clusters,
benchmark stars with interferometric and asteroseismic data, have
been used to assess each group’s performance. A comprehensive de-
scription of the pipelines and tests of the UVES results can be found
in Smiljanic et al. (2014), specifically sections 4–7 of that paper.
The final stellar parameters are median of the multiple determi-
nations, and the uncertainties of stellar parameters are median ab-
solute deviations, which reflect the method-to-method dispersion.
For most stars, the uncertainties are within 100 K in Teff, 0.15 dex
in log(g), and 0.1 dex in [Fe/H] and Mg abundances. This accuracy
could be achieved because of very careful selection of diagnostics
features, very broad wavelength coverage and good signal-to-noise
ratio of the observed spectra, and validation of the results on the
accurate stellar parameters and NLTE estimates of chemical abun-
dances of the Gaia Benchmark stars (Jofre´ et al. 2015). In this
work, we focus on the high-resolution UVES data of the field stars.
UVES is the ultraviolet and visual cross-dispersed echelle spectro-
graph installed at the second unit telescope of the VLT (Dekker
et al. 2000). The stars were observed using the UVES U-580 set-
ting, which covers the wavelength range from 480 to 680 nm, with
a small beam-splitter gap at 590 nm. Most spectra have signal-to-
noise ratio between 30 and 100 per pixel. For these stars, accurate
effective temperatures Teff, surface gravities log(g), [Fe/H], and Mg
abundances are available. The distribution of the GES-iDR4 sample
Figure 2. Synthetic CMD of J versus J−K in apparent magnitude space of
the simulated solar neighbourhood analogue and of stars from GES-iDR4.
The red heatmap represents the synthetic stellar populations from Selene-
SYN which is derived from the simulated galaxy Selene-CH as shown in
Fig 1. The black crosses represent stars selected from the GES-iDR4 data
set whereas the stars labelled with green circles representing those removed
from GES-iDR4 by the selection function as described in Section 2.5. The
blue rectangle highlights the J and J−K region selection function boundary
conditions of 12 < J < 14 and 0.23 < J − K < 0.45. Both data sets in-
clude the application of surface gravity and effective temperature filters of;
3.5 ≤ log(g) ≤ 4.5 dex and 5400 ≤ Teff ≤ 6400 K. A reddening correc-
tion is applied when selecting the observed targets in GES-iDR4 [J−K +
0.5 E(B−V)], which we describe in Section 2.5.
Figure 3. Teff versuslog (g) for the GES-iDR4 observed sample plotted as
black crosses. For reference, we also include the stars which are removed
GES-iDR4 data set due to falling outside the selection criteria as green
circles. The selection function is described in section Section 2.5.
in the colour-magnitude plane is shown in Fig. 2. The Teff-log(g)
diagram of the GES-iDR4 sample is shown in Fig. 3.
The ages and masses were determined using the Bayesian code
BeSPP (Serenelli et al. 2013). We use the grid of input stellar
evolution models computed using the GARSTEC code (Weiss &
Schlattl 2008); it covers a wide range of masses, 0.6 ≤ M ≤
1.4 M in steps of 0.01 M, and metallicities, −5 ≤ [Fe/H] ≤
+0.5 dex. The models more metal-poor than −0.6 dex assume
α-enhancement of 0.4 dex. Distances were computed using the
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2MASS photometry. The ages of the stars are computed from the
mode of the posterior PDF. The uncertainties in age were determined
as ±34 per cent around the median value.
2.5 Survey selection function
Before applying the observational selection function to the galaxy
simulation, we further post-process the GES-iDR4 data for the anal-
yses presented here. We require that the observed stars must satisfy
the following selection criteria for them to be included in the data
set:
(i) The star is not a member of a star cluster and belongs to
the Milky Way field population (using the tag ‘GES_MW’ in the
GES-iDR4 catalogue);
(ii) The star is not tagged as a member of a special field such
as the CoRoT asteroseismic targets or deep fields in the Galactic
Centre and anti-centre directions;
(iii) J-band magnitude 12.0 ≤ J ≤ 14.0;
(iv) J− K colour of 0.23 ≤ J−K ≤ 0.45 + 0.5 E(B−V);
(v) Heliocentric radial distance of r ≤ 2.0 kpc;
(vi) Surface gravity of 3.5 ≤ log (g) ≤ 4.5 dex;
(vii) Effective temperature of 5400 ≤ Teff ≤ 6400 K.
The colour-magnitude cuts were used to create the input cata-
logues for the Gaia-ESO survey to maximize the number of un-
evolved FG stars within 2 kpc in the solar neighbourhood.
The Teff and the log(g) fields of the selection function are cho-
sen because ages of stars with Teff <≈ 5400 may not be accurate.
Likewise, stellar ages are not well determined for hotter stars with
Teff >≈ 6400 K or log(g) >≈ 4.5 dex, and for more evolved stars on
the red giant branch, log(g) <≈ 3.5 dex. Our selection would thus
include subgiants and main-sequence dwarfs. After applying the
selection function as described, we have 1024 stars and use this as
our definitive GES-iDR4 data set.
2.6 Analysing the simulated solar neighbourhood
The aim of this work is to best examine how different ways of pro-
cessing the same simulation data give variations in the results ob-
tained for the distribution of chemical abundances in the solar neigh-
bourhood analogue. A first-order approach that is commonly used is
to simply take a spatial region within a simulation that matches the
region of interest in a galaxy and compare that with observational
data (e.g Chiappini, Matteucci & Romano 2001; Martı´nez-Serrano
et al. 2008; Few et al. 2012b, 2014). This approach samples the
entire stellar population and requires volume completeness for each
type of stars, something that no observational survey does. The fact
that simulations are not subject to observational errors is also usu-
ally ignored. As a result, the observed and simulated distributions
are not directly comparable.
In this work, we compare the GES-iDR4 results, after the survey
selection function is applied, with the following variants of the
simulated galaxy Selene-CH in order to demonstrate the influence
of each component of the process used to mimic observational
limits;
(i) Selene-CH is the unaltered and unmodified galaxy. We select
all of the stellar population particles that reside within a 2 kpc sphere
around the simulated observer, 15 562 in total. These particles are
compared directly with the selected GES-iDR4 results. This kind of
direct comparison demonstrates the methodology employed in the
‘traditional sense’, i.e with spatial cuts alone.
(ii) Selene-GES is a modified version of Selene-CH. In this case,
we apply stochastic scattering to the ages and abundance ratios of the
stellar population particles to emulate observational uncertainties.
The magnitude of the scattering is based on the mean errors taken
from the Gaia-ESO data set.
(iii) Selene-SYN is the result of applying the SYNCMD toolkit, as
described in Section 2.3, to the scattered stellar population particles
ages and metallicities in Selene-GES (i.e the statistically scattered
results of Selene-CH). This data set includes the application of se-
lection functions for log(g), Teff, J-band magnitude and J−K colour
and is a more rigorous attempt to mimic the GES-iDR4 data.
In short, Selene-CH represents a first-order analysis of the sim-
ulations similar to that found in the majority of the literature,
Selene-GES shows the effect of applying observational scatter, and
Selene-SYN demonstrates the influence of selection effects. We now
describe the post-processing used to create each of these data sets
in detail.
2.6.1 Selene-CH: the ‘standard’ simulation approach
We identify a solar neighbourhood analogue within the simulated
galaxy Selene-CH, a position 8 kpc from the galactic centre on
a spiral arm. This position is shown with a cross in Fig. 1 at
(x, y) = (4.0, 6.93) kpc; the solar neighbourhood analogue is centred
on this point relative to the galactic centre. We have repeated the
analysis that follows with stars from different positions on a circle
with a galactocentric radius of 8 kpc and find that our results are
robust to changes in the position of the simulated observer. This is
due to azimuthal homogeneity in the age and chemical abundances;
the mean azimuthal variations at 8 kpc from the galactic centre for
[Fe/H] and [Mg/Fe] are 0.02 dex and 0.005 dex, respectively, and
the mean age variation is only 0.5 Gyr. This local robustness to
changes in position means that attempts to imitate the right as-
cension and declination distribution of the GES-iDR4 data would
only reduce the number of stellar population particles selected and
increase noise in the simulated sample.
Previous works have applied different variations of a posteri-
ori re-normalizations (e.g Pagel & Tautvaisiene 1995; Franc¸ois
et al. 2004; Henry et al. 2010) and/or employed GCE models to
infer revised sets of stellar yields (Franc¸ois et al. 2004). We have
followed this method with our element abundances normalized to
the Asplund et al. (2009) solar values and then further shifted by
	[Fe/H] = −0.066 dex and 	[Mg/Fe] = 0.078 dex. This shift in
the abundance ratios brings the average abundance of the stars aged
between 4.0 and 5.0 Gyr to the solar abundance. This may seem arbi-
trary, however the amount by which we normalize is small compared
to the width of the distribution and we are primarily concerned with
the dispersion of the element ratios. Furthermore, it is demonstrated
in Few et al. (2014) that variations in abundance ratios (particularly
those of α-elements to Fe) are effectively shifted in the same way
depending on the IMF. The need to apply such a shift implies that
the sub-grid chemical evolution model is not quite correct which is
hardly surprising given the uncertainties in the underlying yields and
chemical evolution model. Therefore, while the re-normalization of
abundance ratios introduces a slight inconsistency to the model, it
by no means negates our results.
2.6.2 Selene-GES
This data set extends the methodology described above to generate
Selene-CH by applying a stochastic scattering based on the GES-
iDR4 error bars for age, metallicity and [Mg/Fe] abundance ratio, to
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mimic the effect of the unavoidable uncertainties found in observa-
tions on the precisely known (but not necessary accurate) simulated
values.
We degrade the precision of our simulated metallicity and
[Mg/Fe] data on a particle-by-particle basis using a Gaussian dis-
tribution, centred on the original simulated value with a standard
deviation equal to the mean error found in the GES-iDR4 data set:
σ [Fe/H] = 0.101 dex and σ [Mg/Fe] = 0.120 dex. New abundance ra-
tios for each stellar population particle are chosen randomly from
this distribution.
The age value for each stellar population particle is also scattered
this way except that the distribution from which the new value
is chosen at random is not symmetric. The ages of the observed
stars in the GES-iDR4 data set have a mean lower age error of
σ age, l = 3.20 Gyr and a mean upper age error of σ age, u = 2.37 Gyr.
We construct a piecewise function from two half-Gaussians with
these standard deviations, respectively, to scatter the simulated ages.
This process not only broadens the distributions but also makes
stellar population particles slightly older.
2.6.3 Selene-SYN
Our final version of Selene takes the scattered stellar population
particles from Selene-GES and inputs those particles to SYNCMD
creating a third data set referred to here as Selene-SYN. The me-
chanics of SYNCMD are described in Section 2.3 but the key here
is to split the stellar population particles into individual synthetic
star particles with a realistic distribution of star properties so that
we can apply photometric, log(g) and Teff cuts to exactly mimic
the observed GES-iDR4 data set. The selection criteria are stated in
Section 2.5, however we do not apply the dust extinction correction
to the J−K upper limit because our synthetic star particles are unaf-
fected by dust. The synthetic star particles that remain after this are
used as our sample of stars analogous to the GES-iDR4 data set so
that we can compare the simulations in a more like-for-like manner.
The CMD for Selene-SYN is shown in Fig. 2.
As stellar population particles represent different masses of stars,
the contribution of each one in terms of synthetic star particles is
weighted by the initial mass of the stellar population particle to
correctly account for the mass. The initial mass is used because
any stars that have evolved and no longer form part of the stellar
population are removed from the 105 synthetic star particles. The
distribution functions shown in this work are described as ‘mass-
weighted’, this means that we have weighted the Selene-CH and
Selene-GES particles by their mass to be consistent with the Selene-
SYN distribution function.
3 R ESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We now present and discuss the impact that ‘observing’ our simu-
lations has on the distribution of selected stars in age, [Fe/H] and
[Mg/Fe] in comparison with GES-iDR4 data.
3.1 Ages
We begin the discussion with the analysis of the age distribution in
the observed and simulated data sets, however, we remind the reader
that age determinations for the observed stars are notoriously diffi-
cult, because they rely on the knowledge of surface stellar param-
eters, metallicities and α-element abundances (Section 2.4). Typi-
cally, ages of stars in GES-iDR4 have an uncertainty of ∼30 per cent,
Figure 4. A plot of the present day (z=0) age distribution functions for
the data sets discussed. The Gaia-ESO DR4 data (GES-iDR4) is shown as
a black line, the grey line is a kernel density estimate of the GES-iDR4 data
set to represent the uncertainties on each point; this has the net effect of
shifting the distribution towards younger stellar ages. The simulation data
sets Selene-CH, Selene-GES and Selene-SYN are shown as blue dashed,
green dot–dashed and red triple-dot–dashed lines respectively.
which is a statistical error and does not include any systematic com-
ponent. Systematic errors cannot be easily quantified, because of
the complex interdependence of different parameters and correlated
errors (for example, the error in [Fe/H] is correlated with the error
in Teff and in log(g)). Therefore, some mismatch between the ob-
served and model data sets is expected and should not be taken as
the evidence of the failure of the galaxy simulations.
The age distributions of our three versions of Selene and the
GES-iDR4 stars are shown in Fig. 4. Clearly, there is a systematic
difference between the GES-iDR4 and the simulation data, with
an obvious offset to younger stars seen in the simulated data. The
application of the stellar age scattering to the simulated data (Selene-
GES) has the effect of flattening the somewhat truncated older
part of the age distribution, removing the peak at 8–10 Gyr and
reducing the number of young stars which is entirely expected
from the sharp edge of the underlying distribution. Finally, when
sampling the CMD of the stellar population particles and applying
the GES-iDR4 selection criteria to the scattered data (Selene-SYN)
we find that the old end of the age distribution is unaffected, but
that the GES photometric filters have the effect of producing a
peak between 2 and 5 Gyr and removing many of the stars with
ages below 1 Gyr from the distribution. The latter effect brings
the young end of the distribution function closer to the observed
distribution but there is still a significant discrepancy in both the
shape and mean age. To show how the uncertainties associated with
the GES-iDR4 observations alter the shape of the distribution, we
have used kernel density estimation to calculate the uncertainty
weighted probability distribution function, shown as GES-iDR4-
KDE in Fig. 4. This distribution is not the correct one with which
to compare the processed simulations and we provide it simply for
accuracy in representing the observed data.
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Figure 5. [Fe/H] and [Mg/Fe] distribution functions in the solar neighbourhood analogues of the mass-weighted Selene-CH and Selene-GES data sets, the
synthetic observation data set Selene-SYN and the observation data set GES-iDR4. Selene-CH, Selene-GES and Selene-SYN represented as blue dashed, green
dot–dashed and red triple-dot–dashed lines, respectively. The distribution functions of the GES-iDR4 stars are shown in black, the grey line is a kernel density
estimate of the GES-iDR4 data set to represent the uncertainties on each point; this has little effect on the [Fe/H] distribution but does diminish the peak in
[Mg/Fe]. The bin widths for Selene-CH, Selene-GES and Selene-SYN in [Fe/H] is 0.05 dex, and for GES-iDR4 this is 0.1 dex. The bin widths for Selene-CH
and GES-iDR4 in [Mg/Fe] is 0.05 dex, for Selene-GES and Selene-SYN is 0.02 dex.
The differences in the age distributions could be caused by several
effects. First, this could be due to the differences in the underlying
distributions of stellar parameters in the observed and simulated
samples. In particular, the combination of the SFH from Selene-CH
and the SSPs data base used in SYNCMD produce a temperature
distribution with a ∼400 K hotter mean Teff value than our chosen
GES-iDR4 sample. This is a very significant difference and is most
likely central to understanding of the discrepancy, but currently, we
have no suitable framework to explore the effect. If the spectroscopic
determinations of Teff are biased, this could explain the deficiency
in age for young stars in the GES-iDR4 sample. Bergemann et al.
(2014; Fig. 2) showed that Teff measurements, especially for stars
with Teff > 6000 K, appear to be overestimated when compared to
the more accurate methodology (infra-red flux method). If this also
holds true for GES-iDR4 data sets then by imposing a Teff cut of
6400 K we actually remove stars, which may have even lower Teff
and this pushes the observed distribution towards colder (and older)
stars.
One should keep in mind that typically, the mean age of stars
is a function of galactocentric radius and Selene-CH does form
inside-out (see Pilkington et al. 2012). This means that the age
distribution of stars would shift to older values with decreasing radii,
and thus a more appropriate solar neighbourhood analogue may
exist for this galaxy, however given our uncertainty regarding the
true distribution we have opted to select our region of interest based
on the distance from the galactic centre. Finally, the discrepancy
in the age distributions could be due to the differences in the star
formation history. Currently, we have no robust constraints on the
star formation history of the Milky Way disc over the past 10 Gyr
and a detailed analysis of this very complex problem is beyond the
scope of this work.
3.2 Distribution functions of [Fe/H] and [Mg/Fe]
Fig. 5 shows the distribution functions of [Fe/H] (left-hand panel)
and [Mg/Fe] (right-hand panel) for the simulated data sets compared
with GES-iDR4. As we have for Fig. 4, we also provide kernel den-
sity estimates of the [Fe/H] and [Mg/Fe]GES-iDR4 distributions in
Fig. 5 to show the effect of the uncertainties on these measurements.
The uncertainties have a much smaller impact on these abundance
ratios than on the age distribution but the peak in [Mg/Fe] is notice-
ably broadened. Again, we stress that the processed simulation data
should be compared with GES-iDR4 and not GES-iDR4-KDE which
is simply shown to illustrate the effect of broadening in accordance
with uncertainties.
The unaltered simulated stellar population particles (Selene-CH,
blue line) have a more peaked [Fe/H] distribution compared to the
observations (black line), and an extremely narrow distribution in
[Mg/Fe]. Furthermore, the mass-weighted Selene-CH distribution
functions are truncated, at high [Fe/H] and at both low- and high
[Mg/Fe]. Table 1 shows the interquartile range (IQR), skewness
(σ 3) and kurtosis2 (σ 4), which allow us to perform a quantitative
analysis of the effect of the observationally motivated changes to
the simulated data (see below).
The differences between the width of the Selene-CH distributions
and the observations do not indicate a failure of the simulation. The
simulated [Mg/Fe] distribution is smoothed and broadened signif-
icantly when the observationally motivated scattering with errors
is applied (Selene-GES, green line). This is seen as the increase
in the IQR for the [Mg/Fe], and to a lesser extent, in the [Fe/H]
2 We use the definition of kurtosis whereby a normal distribution has a
kurtosis = 0 (the excess kurtosis).
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Table 1. [Fe/H] and [Mg/Fe] distribution function characteristics for the
three simulation data sets (Selene-CH, Selene-GES and Selene-SYN), and
the observational data set GES-iDR4 in dex. The interquartile range (IQR),
skewness (σ 3) and kurtosis (σ 4) values for the distribution functions of
[Fe/H] and [Mg/Fe] as shown in Fig. 5. Columns 1 gives the name of the
data set, columns 2, 3 and 4 are the IQR, σ 3, and σ 4 of the [Fe/H] distribution,
respectively. Columns 5, 6 and 7 are IQR, σ 3 and σ 4, respectively, of the
[Mg/Fe] distribution.
[Fe/H] [Mg/Fe]
Name IQR σ 3 σ 4 IQR σ 3 σ 4
Selene-CH 0.398 −1.47 3.52 0.113 −0.282 4.26
Selene-GES 0.409 −1.28 2.98 0.180 −0.0165 0.358
Selene-SYN 0.350 −0.98 1.15 0.160 0.0416 0.099
GES-iDR4 0.414 −0.63 0.95 0.175 1.04 3.64
distributions. The effect is most pronounced for [Mg/Fe], where
wings are created in the data on both sides of the distribution. For
[Fe/H], the change is only noticeable for higher [Fe/H] values, with
the low-metallicity tail being largely unaffected. The key result of
Fig. 5 is that the observational uncertainties in age, metallicity and
[Mg/Fe] have a much greater effect on the resulting distribution
functions than do the photometric selection filters. This means that
the observational uncertainties place a fundamental limit on detec-
tion of any substructure and on our ability to quantify the slope of
any astrophysical relevant relationship in the data.
As expected, scattering the data leads to an increase in the IQR
for both the [Fe/H] and [Mg/Fe] distributions providing a good
agreement with the observed IQR compared to the original val-
ues. When followed up by imposing selection functions we find
that the distributions are slightly narrowed but not so much that
the reasonable agreement in the spread of the distributions are lost.
The simulated [Fe/H] distribution is improved by both stages of
our post-processing with the distribution becoming less skewed and
reducing in kurtosis to approach the observed values largely due to
the enhanced positive tail of the distribution. The [Mg/Fe] distribu-
tion is slightly more complicated in that the post-processing does
not give a particularly good qualitative fit to the observations in
terms of skewness and kurtosis despite the success of reproducing
the IQR. As with the [Fe/H] distribution, the scattering and selec-
tion effects make the initially negatively skewed distribution more
positive but does not go far enough to be in line with the positively
skewed, GES-iDR4, [Mg/Fe] data. The observed [Mg/Fe] kurtosis
indicates a higher likelihood of outliers than found with a normal
distribution, the even higher value of the Selene-CH distribution is
due to the extremely narrow distribution (kurtosis is not a measure
of peakedness). The post-processing greatly reduces the kurtosis to
be much closer to zero which is entirely expected as the scattering in
particular pushes the distribution to be almost normal. The confor-
mity of the Selene-SYN distribution to a normal curve is because of
the initially narrow distribution and the large scale of the scattering
from the [Mg/Fe] uncertainty.
While the width of the observed distribution functions can be
reproduced by application of observationally motivated scattering,
our simulations do not recover the detailed shape of the [Fe/H] or
[Mg/Fe] distribution functions. The shape of the simulated [Fe/H]
distribution is promisingly close but still defies similarity with an
excess of stars between −0.4 and −0.2 and a deficit between −0.6
and −0.4; however the mean values of the [Fe/H] and [Mg/Fe]
distributions do both match the observed data. The post-processing
does not give a particularly good qualitative fit to the observations in
terms of skewness and kurtosis. As with the [Fe/H] distribution, the
scattering and selection effects make the initially negatively skewed
distribution more positive but does not go far enough to be in line
with the positively skewed, GES-iDR4, [Mg/Fe] data.
The mismatch between observed and simulated data for [Mg/Fe]
could also hint at the problem with the observations or with stellar
yields in our chemical evolution model. In fact, our results con-
firm the earlier studies (Timmes et al. 1995; Franc¸ois et al. 2004;
Andrews et al. 2017) that show that chemical evolution models
of the solar neighbourhood systematically underpredict [Mg/Fe] at
any metallicity, also the solar values are too low compared to the
observed [Mg/Fe] in the solar photosphere. This could be either due
to poorly understood stellar yields of SNIa or SNII (see Franc¸ois
et al. 2004), or because of the systematic errors in the observed
data. It is known that Mg lines in cool stars are affected by NLTE
(Bergemann et al. 2015; Merle et al. 2011). In fact, Bergemann
et al. (2016, submitted) show that the NLTE [Mg/Fe] trend is lower
than LTE trend, that would help to improve the agreement with the
simulations.
3.3 Relationships between [Fe/H], [Mg/Fe] and stellar ages
in the observed and simulated solar neighbourhood
While the quantitative analysis of 1D distribution functions is
precise, it does not aid our understanding of which stars are re-
sponsible for the differences between the models and simulations.
Greater insight can be provided by examining the evolution of
[Fe/H] and [Mg/Fe] with age which are shown in Figs 6 and 7,
respectively.
The distribution of the raw simulation data with only a geograph-
ical cut (Selene-CH) in Fig. 6 is significantly narrower than the
observed distribution at all ages. The distribution of stellar pop-
ulation particles is particularly narrow for the oldest stars which
are responsible for the low-metallicity tail in Fig. 5. The narrow
distributions of the Selene-CH stellar population particles in both
[Fe/H] (Fig. 6) and [Mg/Fe] (Fig. 7) are a result of the overall
trend with age which contrasts with the observed distribution where
observational uncertainties dominate. As discussed in the previous
section, when the scatter is applied in Selene-GES, the initially nar-
row underlying distribution is no longer discernible in the simulated
data and the distribution is instead far more consistent with the ob-
served data albeit with a slight offset to younger ages at a given
[Fe/H].
The original, unscattered distribution of the stellar population par-
ticles underestimates [Fe/H] compared to the observed distribution
for particles older than 8 Gyr (left-hand panel of Fig. 6). This un-
derestimation in the old stars is not so prominent in the Selene-GES
results (middle panel of Fig. 6), because scattering with observa-
tional age errors brings some of the young metal-rich stars to greater
apparent ages. Applying the SYNCMD tool to produce Selene-SYN
does not lead to any significant improvement over Selene-GES in
terms of fitting the observations. While some of the youngest stars
are removed (see Fig. 4), it is not sufficient to match the dearth of
young stars in GES-iDR4.
The trend of [Mg/Fe] with age for the unaltered stellar popula-
tion particles (left-hand panel of Fig. 7) is a roughly linear increase
with a very small up-turn seen in the oldest stars. Again the scatter-
ing broadens the distribution significantly (as shown in the middle
panel of Fig. 7), but the application of the selection function makes
only small changes to the distribution of the simulated stars (right-
hand panel of Fig. 7). The main difference between simulation and
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Figure 6. Age-metallicity relation for our various simulated data sets compared with the GES-iDR4 distribution. The GES-iDR4 stars are plotted as black
points in each panel. Selene-CH, Selene-GES and Selene-SYN are represented as normalized heat maps with increasingly red colours indicating an increase in
the abundance of composite or synthetic star particles in bins of 0.025 dex in [Fe/H] and 0.2 Gyr in age. we include a representative error bar in green which
represents the size of the scatter in [Fe/H] and age between Selene-CH and Selene-GES(σ [Fe/H] = 0.101 dex, σ age, l = 3.20 Gyr and σ age, u = 2.37 Gyr, values
which are computed from the mean of the errors of the GES-iDR4 data.).
Figure 7. [Mg/Fe] versus stellar age. The GES-iDR4 stars are plotted as black points in each panel. Selene-CH, Selene-GES and Selene-SYN are represented
as normalized heat maps with increasingly red colours indicating an increase in the abundance of composite or synthetic star particles in bins of 0.025 dex in
[Fe/H] and 0.2 Gyr in age. we include a representative error bar in green which represents the size of the scatter in [Mg/Fe] and age between Selene-CH and
Selene-GES (σ [Mg/Fe] = 0.120 dex, σ age, l = 3.20 Gyr and σ age, u = 2.37 Gyr, values which are computed from the mean of the errors of the GES-iDR4 data.).
observation is in the stars older than 10 Gyr; the up-turn in the un-
derlying Selene-CH is not as strong as for the observed old and high-
[Mg/Fe] stars. As discussed earlier, there are two possible explana-
tions: (a) the neglected NLTE effects in our observed [Mg/Fe] dis-
tributions and (b) erroneous stellar yields in the chemical evolution
model.
Finally, we should note that the GES high-resolution data set
does not show any evidence of the bimodal [Mg/Fe] distribution
with [Fe/H], which have been proposed as a chemical separator of
the thin and thick discs. This is also consistent with our simulations,
which do not have any discontinuity in the SFH at ∼1 Gyr.
4 C O N C L U S I O N S
We compare the results of a Milky Way-like galaxy simulation
created using RAMSES-CH (Few et al. 2014) with the fourth data
release of the Gaia-ESO survey considering the 1D distribution
functions of age, [Fe/H] and [Mg/Fe] as well as the age evolution
of the latter two properties. The comparison is conducted in three
stages:
(i) The simulated stellar population particles are compared di-
rectly with the observed distributions.
(ii) Typical observational uncertainty (from GES-iDR4) as the
standard deviation of a Gaussian function used to stochastically
scatter the simulated data to mimic observational uncertainty.
(iii) The simulated stellar population particles are stochastically
scattered as above and are then split into individual stars based on
stellar population models and only those accepted by the GES-iDR4
selection functions are retained for comparison.
Each of these stages mimics the effects found in observations as a
way of placing the simulated data in the ‘observer frame’. The appli-
cation of stochastic scattering based on the errors of an observational
survey has the effect of smoothing out the age-distribution function.
The further application of the GES-iDR4 selection function has the
effect of removing young stars (ages <1Gyr) and shifting the peak
age to between 2 and 5 Gyr. Despite both these effects bringing the
simulated age distribution closer to the observed one there is still
a significant offset between the distributions. One possible expla-
nation to the remaining discrepancies is that our simulated galaxy
has a different assembly history. Selene (original simulation from
Few et al. 2012b is not constrained to be identical to the Milky Way
and thus determining the location in Selene-CH which is the best
analogue to the solar neighbourhood is somewhat open to interpre-
tation.
Our key finding is that there is no need for the chemical evolution
models to reproduce the large dispersion in metallicity and age seen
in observational studies (e.g Bergemann et al. 2014). We show here
that this dispersion is apparent and can be fully accounted for by the
observational uncertainty. The typical observational uncertainties
of our data set are of the order 30 per cent for age and 0.1 dex for
[Fe/H] and [Mg/Fe]. When we apply errors to our simulated stars,
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we get the age–[Fe/H]–[Mg/Fe] distribution functions that are more
consistent with the observed data. In particular, observationally
motivated scattering spreads the [Fe/H] distribution towards larger
values, which creates an apparent high-metallicity tail. This leads
to a larger fraction of metal-rich stars at all ages, improving the
agreement with the observed metallicity distribution for the oldest
stars.
The scattering and observational selection function improve not
only the fit in the age-abundance and age-metallicity plane, but also
the fit of the simulated [Fe/H] and [Mg/Fe] distribution functions
to the GES-iDR4 data. Scattering according to observational un-
certainties broadens the distribution functions (increased IQR) and
swamps their excessive negative skewness, driving them towards a
normal curve. The scattering also produces wings on both sides of
the initially narrow simulated [Mg/Fe] distribution, making it more
consistent with observations. The application of an observational
selection function to the simulated data acts to slightly reduce the
IQR by culling a number of outliers from the distribution tails. This
effect, in particular, removes most metal-rich and metal-poor stars,
which are most likely to be the oldest and youngest stars. As a
consequence, the kurtosis of both [Fe/H] and [Mg/Fe] distribution
functions is reduced. Also our normal scattering function drives the
distributions to conform more closely to a normal curve.
One peculiar feature of the observed [Mg/Fe] distributions is
that they have a positive skew, which is very difficult to induce
in the simulations. It is possible that our assumption of Gaussian
errors is wrong. However, at present we do not have a full er-
ror matrix for Gaia-ESO data set and cannot account for more
complex correlations and systematic effects in the observational
data.
We also stress that neither in the data, nor in the simulations
do we detect the bimodality in the [Mg/Fe] space with metallicity,
which has been claimed by some studies (e.g Fuhrmann 1998) to
trace the Galactic thin and thick discs. The assembly history of
the simulated galaxy is relatively quiescent with no major mergers
after redshift z = 1.0, and there are no prominent sub-structures in
the simulated [Fe/H]–[Mg/Fe] plane, which could result from an
episodic star-formation history (see Few et al. 2014).
Our analysis also reveals that there is more fundamental mismatch
between the models and observations: the high-[Mg/Fe] stars gener-
ally lack in the original and scattered simulated data sets. This prob-
lem most likely has a different cause. First, it has been demonstrated
that the NLTE corrections to Mg abundances for the late F- and
GK-type stars at lower metallicity, [Fe/H] ∼ − 0.5 to −1.5 dex, are
usually negative (Bergemann et al. 2016; Osorio & Barklem 2016),
that is the LTE abundances of Mg are overestimated. Therefore,
the high-[Mg/Fe] plateau could be a consequence of the system-
atics in the observed LTE data set. Secondly, the stellar yields of
Mg and/or Fe are not well understood. Standard chemical evolution
models severely underproduce the solar Mg abundance (Andrews
et al. 2017), but also the shape of the [Mg/Fe] with metallicity
does not conform to observations. While this problem is beyond
the scope of our paper we would like to encourage future work to
explore the causes of this phenomena.
To conclude, it is fundamentally important to reduce the un-
certainty of the observed data sets in order to constrain the mod-
els of Galaxy formation. The typical observational uncertainty of
0.1 dex in chemical abundances and ∼30 per cent in ages are too
large to provide meaningful information on the substructure in the
age-chemical abundance space, which is relevant to the interpreta-
tion of the evolution of the Galactic disc. Survey selection functions,
like the colour–magnitude selection in the Gaia-ESO survey, may
or may not have a sizeable effect on the results, however for the
Gaia-ESO, this effect is extremely small compared to the effect of
observational uncertainties.
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